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 .  .  .  .We deal with the degenerate differential operator Au x [ a x u0 x x G 0
0 2x w.  .  .qdefined for every u g W l C 0, q` satisfying lim a x u0 x s2 x ª 0
  .  2 ..  . 0lim a x r 1 q x u0 x s 0. Here W denotes the Banach space of allx ªq` 2
w w  .  2 .continuous functions f : 0, q` ª R such that f x r 1 q x vanishes at infinity,
5 5  <  . <  2 ..  0 .endowed with the weighted norm f [ sup f x r 1 q x f g W .2 x G 0 2
w wMoreover, we assume that the function a is continuous and positive on 0, q` , it
 .  .is differentiable at 0, and satisfies the inequalities 0 - a F a x rx F a x ) 00 1
for suitable constants a and a . We show that the operator A generates a0 1
  .. 0C -semigroup T t of positive operators on W . Moreover, we prove that0 t G 0 2
 .every T t can be represented as a limit of powers of suitable discrete-type positive
linear operators that are constructed by means of the coefficient a . Q 1997
Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
During these last years one of the present authors has undertaken a
program of investigations whose main aim is the study of a large class of
degenerate diffusion equations both in one-dimensional and multidimen-
.sional settings by means of suitable positive approximation processes
whose powers converge strongly to the C -semigroups corresponding to0
these equations.
In particular, this method turns out to be very useful in the investigation
of the qualitative properties of the semigroups as well as of the transition
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 w xfunctions of the corresponding Markov processes we refer, e.g., to 1, 2, 4
.for more details on the subject .
Afterwards, further contributions to this field have been given by
w x w xAltomare and Attalienti 3 , Campiti and Metafune 9, 10 , Campiti,
w x w xMetafune, and Pallara 11 , Romito 22 , and others.
However, these studies have been developed in the framework of
bounded intervals or, more generally, in the setting of convex compact
subsets of R p, p G 1.
In this paper we begin to investigate similar problems for unbounded
intervals.
More precisely, we consider the initial-boundary value problem
¡ 2­ u ­ u
x , t s a x x , t x ) 0, t G 0 , .  .  .  .2­ t ­ x
u x , 0 s u x x G 0 , .  .  .0
2~ ) .­ u
lim a x x , t .  .2q ­ xxª0
2a x ­ u .
s lim x , t s 0 t G 0 , .  .¢ 2 21 q x ­ xxªq`
where the initial datum u belongs to a suitable subspace of the Banach0
0 w wspace W of all continuous functions f : 0, q` ª R such that2
  .  2 .. 5 5lim f x r 1 q x s 0, endowed with the weighted norm f [2x ªq`
 <  . <  2 ..  0.sup f x r 1 q x f g W .x G 0 2
w wMoreover, the function a is continuous and positive on 0, q` and it is
 .  .differentiable at 0. We also assume that 0 - a F a x rx F a x G 00 1
for suitable constants a and a .0 1
We are interested in the existence and uniqueness of solutions of
 . 0problem ) in the setting of the space W as well as in their continuous2
dependence on the initial data and in their approximation by means of
discrete-type positive operators.
Our approach to solve these problems is based upon the theory of
w x w x.C -semigroups and a theorem of Trotter 24 , see also 2 . In particular,0
w xour results generalize similar ones obtained by Becker and Nessel 7 in
 .  .the particular case a x s x x G 0 .
 . 0Indeed, denoted by A: D A ª W the degenerate differential opera-2
tor defined by
a x u0 x , if x ) 0, .  .Au x [ .  0, if x s 0,
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 .for every u g D A , where
0 2 <x wD A [ n g W l C 0, q` lim a x n 0 x .  .  . .2 qxª0
a x .
s lim n 0 x s 0 , .2 51 q xxªq`
  ..   ..we show that A, D A generates a C -semigroup T t of positive0 t G 0
operators on W 0.2
 .  .Furthermore we prove that every T t t G 0 can be represented as a
limit of powers of suitable discrete-type positive linear operators that are
constructed by means of the coefficient a .
These approximating operators have been introduced and studied in a
w xprevious paper 5 and seem to be of independent interest in the theory of
w wapproximation of continuous functions on 0, q` as well.
Among other things, in order to achieve our main result we need to
consider multiplicative perturbations of generators of C -semigroups in0
the setting of Banach algebras as well as in that of weighted function
spaces and we establish some generation results for them.
We also point out the relations between our results and those obtained
w xby Clement and Timmermans 13 , who showed a generation result for theÂ
 .operator A defined on a domain smaller than D A and in the framework
w w. w wof the space C* 0, q` of all continuous functions on 0, q` which are
convergent at infinity.
  ..As for bounded intervals, the representation of the semigroup T t t G 0
  ..i.e., of the solution of ) we give in terms of the above mentioned
discrete-type positive operators, could help to investigate qualitative prop-
erties of it, such as the limit behaviour as t ª q`, monotonicity with
respect to t G 0, regularity, the saturation property, the corresponding
Favard class, and so on.
However, such a program of investigations will be carried out in a
forthcoming paper.
1. THE OPERATORS Mn, l
In this section we introduce some function spaces we shall deal with
throughout the paper. We shall also recall the definition and the main
w xproperties of the sequence of positive linear operators we introduced in 5
that will be used to give the representation of the semigroup we quoted in
the Introduction.
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w w.As usual, the symbol C 0, q` denotes the vector space of all real-
w wvalued continuous functions on 0, q` . We shall also consider the
w w.Banach lattice C 0, q` of all real-valued bounded continuous functionsb
w won 0, q` endowed with the natural order and the sup-norm
w wf [ sup f x f g C 0, q` . 1.1 .  . . .` b
xG0
w w.  w w..Moreover, we shall denote by UC 0, q` resp., C* 0, q` theb
w w.subspace of all functions f g C 0, q` which are uniformly continuousb
w w  .on 0, q` resp., which are convergent at infinity .
w w.Finally, for every a ) 0 let E be the subspace of all f g C 0, q`a
 <  . < a x.such that sup f x re - q`. The space E endowed with thex G 0 a
natural order and the norm
f x .
f [ sup f g E , 1.2 .  .a aa xexG0
becomes a Banach lattice.
We shall also set
E [ E . 1.3 .D` a
a)0
w w. w w.Obviously, we have the inclusion C* 0, q` ; UC 0, q` ;b
w w.C 0, q` ; E .b `
We shall now introduce the positive linear operators that will be used to
 .represent the semigroup corresponding to problem ) quoted in the
Introduction.
These operators will be constructed by means of a suitable function
w w.   ..l g C 0, q` that will be derived from the coefficient a see 4.8 .b
However, for a more clear organization of our matter, we prefer to treat
 .these aspects in the last part of Section 4 see Corollary 4.4 .
So, for the moment, we begin our analysis by fixing an arbitrary function
w w.l g C 0, q` satisfying 0 F l F 1.b
w wFor every x g 0, q` we set
r [ l x p q 1 y l x « , 1.4 .  .  . .x , l x x
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where « denotes the unit mass at x, and p the Poisson distribution on Rx x
with parameter x, i.e.,
` kx
yxp [ e « , 1.5 .x kk!ks0
with the convention p [ « .0 0
 .The Borel measure r is a distribution on R whose support supp rx, l x, l
w wis contained in 0, q` .
For every n g N, n G 1, consider the operator M : E ª E definedn, l ` `
by
q` q` x q ??? qx1 n
M f x [ ??? f dr x . . . dr x .  .  .  .H Hn , l x , l 1 x , l n /n0 0
1.6 .
w w  w x.for all f g E and x g 0, q` for more details, see 5 .`
More explicitly we have
n `
nyppnM f x s l x 1 y l x .  .  .  . . n , l p /
ps0 hs0
hpx h q n y p x .  .yp x= e f 1.7 . /h! n
for every f g E and x G 0.`
 .The operators M n G 1 can be considered a generalization of then, l
well-known Szasz]Mirakjan operators M that can be obtained withÁ n
 . w wl s 1, i.e., l x s 1 for all x g 0, q` , that is,
h` nx h .yn xM f x s M f x [ e f f g E . 1.8 .  .  .  .  .  .n , 1 n ` /h! nhs0
 .Furthermore, it is also possible to represent the operators M n G 1n, l
in terms of the operators M becausen
n
nyppnM f x s l x 1 y l x M f x , 1.9 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .n , l p n , p , xp /
ps0
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w wwhere f : 0, q` ª R is defined byn, p, x
p p
f t [ f t q 1 y x t G 0 1.10 .  .  .n , p , x  / /n n
 . .  .and M f x [ f x .0 n, p, x
2. A VORONOVSKAJA-TYPE FORMULA FOR THE
OPERATORS Mn, l
This section is mainly devoted to investigating the asymptotic behaviour
 .of the remainder M f y f as n ª `.n, l
To this end we shall also establish a more general result see Theorem
.2.1 that can be considered as a generalization of a theorem of Mamedov
w x w x18 and can be compared with Theorem 1 of Sikkema 23 .
 .Let I be an interval of R not necessarily bounded and let us denote by
 .F I the vector space of all real-valued functions defined on I.
 .  .Moreover, we shall denote by UC I the subspace of F I of allb
bounded functions on I which are uniformly continuous.
For each x g I we shall denote by c the functionx
c t [ t y x t G 0 . 2.1 .  .  .x
THEOREM 2.1. Consider an e¨en positi¨ e integer q G 4, a function w g
 .  . q F I , and a ¨ector subspace E of F I containing both the functions c forx
.  .  <  . < each x g I and the functions g g F I such that sup g x r 1 qx g I
2 ..x - q`.
 .  .Let L be a sequence of positi¨ e linear operators from E into F In nG1
and suppose that
 .  .  q. .i lim w x nL c x s 0 uniformly with respect to x g I;nª` n x
 .  .ii There exist a , b , g g F I sich that
2lim w x a x y nL c x s 0, .  .  . .n x
nª`
lim w x b x y nL c x s 0, .  .  .  .n x
nª`
and
lim w x g x y n L 1 x y 1 s 0 .  .  .  . .n
nª`
uniformly with respect to x g I;
 .  .  2 . .iii sup w x nL c x - q` for each n g N, n G 1.x g I n x
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2 .  .Then for all f g E l C I such that f 0 g UC I we ha¨eb
lim w x n L f x y f x .  .  .  . .n
nª`
a x .
y f 0 q b x f 9 x q g x f x s 0 .  .  .  . /2
uniformly with respect to x g I.
In particular, if w is strictly positi¨ e and bounded below by a strictly positi¨ e
constant on each compact subset of I, then for each compact subinter¨ al J of I
we get
a x .
lim n L f x y f x s f 0 x q b x f 9 x q g x f x .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .n 2nª`
uniformly with respect to x g J.
2 .  .Proof. Consider f g E l C I such that f 0 g UC I and fix x g I.b
Then for all y g I, by virtue of Taylor's formula, there exists a point
 .j x, y belonging to the interval having x and y as end points, such that
f 0 x .
2f y s f x q f 9 x y y x q y y x .  .  .  .  .
2
f 0 j x , y y f 0 x .  . . 2q y y x . .
2
If we set
f 0 j x , y y f 0 x .  . .
v x , y [ , .
2
we can write
f 0 x .
2 2f s f x 1 q f 9 x c q c q v x , ? c , .  .  .x x x2
so that, for each n G 1, we obtain
f 0 x .
2 2L f s f x L 1 q f 9 x L c q L c q L v x , ? c , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .n n n x n x n x2
and hence
n L f x y f x s n L 1 x y 1 f x q nL c x f 9 x .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .n n n x
f 0 x .
2 2q nL c x q nL v x , ? c x . .  .  . .  .n x n x2
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 .Consequently, taking condition ii into account, we need only to show
that
lim w x nL v x , ? c 2 x s 0 .  .  . .n x
nª`
uniformly with respect to x g I.
<  . < <  . < First, note that, setting M [ sup f 0 x , then v x, y F M x, y gx g I
.  .I and lim v x, y s 0 uniformly with respect to x g I.y ª x
 .Furthermore, by virtue of iii , we can find a constant k ) 0 g R such0
that
w x nL c 2 x F k x g I , n G 1 . 1 .  .  .  . .n x 0
< <Fix now « ) 0 and choose d ) 0 such that for every x, y g I, x y y F d ,
<  . <we have v x, y F «r2k .0
 .By i there exists n g N such that for all n G n and x g I
«
q qy2w x nL c x F d . 2 .  .  . .n x 2 M q 1 .
< < <  . 2 . <Now, if we fix x, y g I, in case x y y F d we obtain v x, y c y Fx
 . 2 . < < qy2  .qy2«r2k c y ; in case x y y G d , since d F x y y , we have0 x
qy2x y y M .
2 2 2 qv x , y c y F Mc y F M c y s c y . .  .  .  .  .x x x xqy2 qy2d d
<  . 2 . <  . 2 .In both cases, we get v x, y c y F «r2k c y qx 0 x
 qy2 . q .Mrd c y .x
Thus, for each x g I and n G n , we have
2 2L v x , ? c x F L v x , ? c x .  .  .  . .  .n x n x
« M
2 qF L c x q L c x .  . . .n x n xqy22k d0
 .  .  . <   . 2 . <and consequently, by using 1 and 2 , we obtain w x n L v x, ? c Fn x
« .
Before applying Theorem 2.1 in order to obtain a Voronovskaja-type
formula for the operators M , we note that, by virtue of a theorem ofn, l
w x  w x.Khan 16 see also 12 and by using the probabilistic interpretation of the
w xoperators M we gave in 5, Sect. 1 , the following result holds true.n, l
w w. 2w w.PROPOSITION 2.2. If f g C 0, q` l C 0, q` , then for each com-b
w wpact subinter¨ al J of 0, q` we ha¨e
xl x .
lim n M f x y f x s f 0 x .  .  .  . .n , l 2nª`
uniformly with respect to x g J.
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In fact we want to investigate the validity of the previous formula with
respect to the weighted norm defined by the weight function
1
w x [ x G 0 2.2 .  .  .2 21 q x
  ..see 2.5 .
So consider the function
’w x [ xl x x G 0 2.3 .  .  .  .l
 .and the space E defined by 1.3 .`
2w w.THEOREM 2.3. For e¨ery f g E l C 0, q` such that f 0 g`
w w.UC 0, q` we ha¨eb
2wl
lim w n M f y f y f 0 s 0 . .2 n , l 2nª`
w wuniformly on 0, q` .
w wProof. We shall apply Theorem 2.1 with q s 4, w s w , I s 0, q` ,2
and E s E .`
 .  .To this end, observe that conditions ii and iii of the above theorem
2  . .are satisfied with g s b s 0 and a s w because M 1 x s 1,l n, l
 . .  2 . .  .  w x.M c x s 0, and M c x s xl x rn for every x G 0 see 5 .n, l x n, l x
It remains only to prove that
nM c 4 x . .n , l x
lim s 0 1 .21 q xnª`
uniformly with respect to x G 0.
First, note that for every x G 0 and n G 1
x 3 x 2 x q 3 x 2
4M c x s q F , . .n x 3 2 2n n n
 .  wwhere M denotes the nth Szasz]Mirakjan operator 1.8 see 6, formulasÁn
 .  .x.8 and 10 .
Moreover, by using the notation of Section 1, since
4 4p p p p
4 4 4c t s c t q 1 y x s t y x s c t .  .  . . n , p , xx x x4 /  / /n n n n
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for every x G 0, n G 1, and p s 0, . . . , n, we get
n
nyppn4 4M c x s l x 1 y l x M c x .  .  .  . . .  . n , p , xn , l x p xp /
ps0
n 4pnyppn 4s l x 1 y l x M c x .  .  . .  . p x4p / nps0
n 4 2p x q 3 xnyppnF l x 1 y l x .  . . 4 2p / n pps0
x q 3 x 2
F ,2n
 .and thus relation 1 follows.
We close this section by briefly describing some consequences of the
above theorem in the setting of suitable weighted spaces.
For any integer m G 1 consider the function
1
w x [ x G 0 2.4 .  .  .m m1 q x
and the corresponding Banach space W consisting of all functions f gm
w w.C 0, q` such that w f is bounded, endowed with the normm
f [ sup w x f x f g W . 2.5 .  .  .  .m m m
xG0
Note that each M is a bounded operator from W into itself. Indeed,n, l m
if f g W , then for each x G 0 we havem
q` q` x q ??? qx1 n
M f x F ??? f dr x . . . dr x .  .  .  .H Hn , l x , l 1 x , l n /n0 0
q` q` 1
F f ???H Hm w x q ??? qx rn . .0 0 m 1 n
= dr x . . . dr x .  .x , l 1 x , l n
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q` q` 1 1 1
F f ??? q ??? qH Hm  /n w x w x .  .0 0 m 1 m n
= dr x . . . dr x .  .x , l 1 x , l n
q` 1
s f dr t .Hm x , lw t .0 m
1 1
s f l x M x q 1 y l x . .  .  . .m 1  /w w x .m m
w x By a result of 6, Lemma 5 , there exists a constant c g R inde-m
.  . .  .pendent of x G 0 such that M 1rw x F c rw x , so that we get1 m m m
<  . . < 5 5   ..  .M f x F f c rw x , where c s max 1, c . ThusÄ Ämn, l m m m m
M f F c f . 2.6 .  .Ä mn , l mm
We also consider the vector space
F [ E 2.7 .F` a
a)0
5 5 .endowed with the locally convex topology defined by the family ? a a ) 0
 .of norms defined by 1.2 .
w xIn 5, Remark 1.2 we also showed that each M is a continuous linearn, l
operator from F into itself.`
We point out that for every m g N, m G 2, and a g R, a ) 0, there
exist constants a g R and b g R such that w F a w and n Fm q a q m m 2 a
 .  .  .b w , where n x [ exp ya x x G 0 .a 2 a
So, from Theorem 2.3 we directly obtain the following result.
2w w.COROLLARY 2.4. Consider f g W l C 0, q` , where m g N, m G 2m
 2w w. w w.resp., f g F l C 0, q` and assume that f 0 g UC 0, q` .` b
Then
w 2l
lim n M f y f s f 0 . .n , l 2nª`
 .in W resp., in F .m `
Another consequence of Theorem 2.3 concerns the approximation prop-
erties of the operators M on the Banach subspace of Wn, l m
f x .
0 w wW [ f g C 0, q` lim s 0 . 2.8 . .m m 51 q xxªq`
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0  .COROLLARY 2.5. For e¨ery f g W , m G 2, we ha¨e lim M f s fm nª` n, l
5 5  .with respect to the weighted norm ? defined by 2.5 .m
 .Proof. Consider the subspace D generated by the functions exp yb x`
 .  0 5 5 .  w x.x G 0, b ) 0 , which is dense in W , ? see 7, Lemma 4.9 .mm
 . 0Clearly, from Corollary 2.4 it follows that lim M g s g in Wnª` n, l m
 .for every g g D and, so, the result follows because the sequence M` n, l nG1
 .is equicontinuous by virtue of 2.6 .
3. A CLASS OF DEGENERATE DIFFERENTIAL
w wOPERATORS ON 0, q`
In this section we shall restrict our attention to the Banach space W 02
w w.   . consisting of all functions f g C 0, q` such that lim f x r 1 qx ªq`
2 ..x s 0, endowed with the norm
f x .
0f [ sup f g W 3.1 . .2 221 q xxG0
  ..see 2.8 .
 . 0Consider the differential operator A : D A ª W defined byl l 2
¡xl x .
u0 x , if x ) 0, .~A u x [ 3.2 .  .l 2¢
0, if x s 0,
 .  .for all u g D A , where the domain D A of A is the subspace of alll l l
0 2x w.functions u g W l C 0, q` which satisfy the Wentcel boundary2
conditions
lim xu0 x s 0 3.3a .  .
qxª0
and
xu0 x .
lim s 0. 3.3b .21 q xxªq`
 .As we shall see in Section 4 Corollary 4.4 , the differential operator we
 .quoted in the Introduction can be always put under the form 3.2 .
  ..The main aim of this section is to show that the operator A , D A isl l
0 the generator of a C -semigroup on the space W for more details on the0 2
w xtheory of C -semigroups see, e.g., 19, 20 .0
 .To this purpose, we shall prove a result cf. Theorem 3.1 which is an
w xextension of a theorem of Dorroh 14 to the setting of Banach algebras.
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We start by recalling some classical notions of this theory for more
w x.details, we refer, e.g., to 8, 21 .
Let E be a complex commutative Banach algebra with identity element
5 5e g E and norm ? .
 .We shall denote by E9 and D E , respectively, the dual space of E and
 .the set of all multiplicative non-zero functionals on E.
 .  .The set D E , endowed with the weak*-topology s E9, E , is a compact
Hausdorff space.
 .Moreover, if f g E, we shall denote by Sp f the spectrum of f , which
is, by definition, the compact set of all complex numbers z such that
ze y f is not invertible we recall that an element f g E is invertible if and
 .  .only if m f / 0 for every m g D E or, equivalently, if the spectrum
 .  4.Sp f of f does not contain 0 .
 . For every f g E we shall denote by r f its spectral norm or spectral
.radius given by
r f [ max m f s max z . 3.4 .  .  .
 .  .mgD E zgSp f
5 5  .When the norm ? on E is equivalent to the spectral norm 3.4 , we
say that E is a function algebra.
5 5In this case, by replacing if necessary the assigned norm ? with an
equivalent one, we can also assume that
5 5f s r f for every f g E. 3.5 .  .
Furthermore, if E is endowed with an isometric and symmetric involu-
 .  .tion *, then for all m g D E and f g E it turns out that m ff * G 0. In
 .particular, one gets that Sp ff * ; R .q
In the sequel we shall denote by E the cone generated by the setq
 4  .ff * N f g E . Obviously, for every g g E and m g D E one getsq
 .m g g R .q
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a commutati¨ e Banach algebra with unit and
with an isometric and symmetric in¨olution. Moreo¨er, suppose that E is a
function algebra.
 .  .Let F be a real or complex Banach subspace of E, and A: D A ª F a
 .linear operator defined on a subspace D A of F.
  ..In addition, let us suppose that A, D A is the generator of a C -0
  .. 5  .5  .  .semigroup T t of operators on F such that T t F exp v t t G 0t G 0
for some v G 0.
Moreo¨er, consider w g E and suppose thatq
 .  . x wi Sp w ; 0, q` ;
 .ii w f g F for e¨ery f g F.
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 .Then the operator w A, defined on the subspace D A , generates a C -0
  ..semigroup S t of operators on F.t G 0
Furthermore, we ha¨e that
5 5S t F exp v w t for every t G 0. .  .
w xProof. In order to prove the result we shall use Theorem 2 of 15 and a
w xtechnique similar to that used by Dorroh 14 in the proof of his main
result.
 .Taking 3.5 into account, for each f g F we can choose an element
 . <  . < 5 5m g D E such that m f s f . Consequently, we definef f
w xf , g [ m f m g for every f , g g F . 1 .  .  .g g
w x  .  w xThe function ?, ? defined by 1 is a semi-inner-product in F see 17
.for the definition and the main properties of semi-inner products .
 .We preliminarily suppose that each operator T t is a contraction, i.e.,
5  .5T t F 1 for every t G 0.
w xThen the operator A is dissipative with respect to ?, ? , i.e.,
w xRe Au, u F 0 for every u g D A 2 .  .
 w x.see 17, Theorem 2.1 .
Consequently, since
w xRe w Au, u s Re m w Au m u s m w Re m Au m u F 0 .  .  .  .  .u u u u u
 .for every u g D A , the operator w A is also dissipative.
Let us introduce the bounded operator B: F ª F defined by
B [ w f f g F . .f
 . w x  .If we set m [ inf Sp w ) 0, then Re Bf , f s m w G m ) 0 forf
5 5every f g F with f s 1. Therefore, by definition, the operator B is
w x  wstrongly accretive and, by virtue of Theorem 2 of 15 see also 15, Remark
x.to Corollary 4 , the operator BA generates a contraction semigroup on F.
Let us consider the general case in which there exists v G 0 such that
T t F exp v t for every t G 0. .  .
Ä Ä .  .  .  .   ..If we set T t [ exp yv t T t t G 0 , then T t is a C -t G 0 0
Äsemigroup of contractions whose generator is the operator A [ A y v IF
Ä .  .defined on the domain D A s D A , where I denoted the identityF
operator on F.
ÄThen the operator w A s w A y vw I is the generator of a C -F 0
Ä  ..semigroup of contractions S t on F, and so w A is the generator oft G 0
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  ..the C -semigroup S t defined by0 t G 0
ÄS t [ S t exp v tw t G 0 . .  .  .  .
So the proof is complete.
In what follows we shall apply the above result to a more concrete
situation. In particular, we solve the problem raised in the beginning of
this section.
Let X be a set and let r : X ª R be a strictly positive function. Denote
 .by F X the vector space of all complex-valued functions defined on X.
 .  .Consider the subspace E of F X consisting of all f g F X such thatr
 <  . <  ..sup f x rr x - q`. The space E , endowed with the normx g X r
f x .
f [ sup f g E , 3.6 . .r rr x .xgX
becomes a Banach space.
Moreover, if we define on E the multiplicationr
f x ? g x .  .
f ) g x [ x g X , f , g g E 3.7 .  .  . .rr x .
and the involution
f * [ f f g E , 3.8 . .r
then E becomes a commutative involutive symmetric function algebrar
with identity element e [ r. In fact, one can see that, by virtue of the
Gelfand]Naimark Theorem, E is isometrically isomorphic to the Banachr
  ..algebra C D E .r
COROLLARY 3.2. Under the abo¨e mentioned hypotheses, let F be a real
.  .or complex Banach subspace of E and let A: D A ª F be a generator of ap
  .. 5  .5  .  .C -semigroup T t of operators on F such that T t F exp v t t G 00 t G 0
for some v G 0.
Let l: X ª R be a bounded function satisfying the following assumptions:
 .  .i there exists l ) 0 such that l F l x for e¨ery x g X ;0 0
 .ii l f g F for e¨ery f g F.
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 .Then the operator l A, defined on the domain D A , generates a C -0
  ..semigroup S t of operators on F.t G 0
Moreo¨er, we ha¨e
5 5S t F exp v l t for every t G 0. .  .`
 .  .  .Proof. Consider the function w g E defined by w x [ l x r xr
 .  .x g X . Clearly, w g E since one has w s f ) f , where f g E isr q r
 .  .  .’defined by f x [ l x r x x g X . Furthermore, w is invertible in .
y1  . x wE , with inverse rl . Hence Sp w ; 0, q` .r
5 5 5 5Finally, since w ) f s l f for every f g F and w s l , the resultr `
follows by virtue of Theorem 3.1.
By using the above corollary it is now simple to show that the operator
  ..  .  .A , D A defined by 3.2 and 3.3 generates a C -semigroup on thel l 0
space W 0.2
w wCOROLLARY 3.3. Let l be a bounded continuous function on 0, q` and
 .let us suppose that there exists l ) 0 such that l F l x for e¨ery x G 0.0 0
  ..  .  .Then the operator A , D A defined by 3.2 and 3.3 generates al l
  .. 0C -semigroup T t on W and0 l t G 0 2
l `
T t F exp t for every t G 0. .l  /2
 . 2  .Proof. We consider the function r x [ 1 q x x G 0 , the Banach
0  . 0subspace W of E , and the differential operator A : D A ª W2 r 1 1 2
defined by
x¡ u0 x , if x ) 0 .~A u x [ u g D A .  . .21 1¢
0, if x s 0
 .  .on the domain D A [ D A .1 l
w x   ..In 7, Sect. 4.2 and Theorem 3.1 it was shown that A , D A gener-1 1
  .. 0ates a C -semigroup U t on W and0 t G 0 2
t
U t F exp for every t G 0. .  /2
Hence the result directly follows from Corollary 3.2 because A sl
l A .1
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4. POWERS OF THE OPERATORS M AND THEIRn, l
CORRESPONDING SEMIGROUPS
  ..The main aim of this section is to represent the semigroup T tl t G 0
  ..  .generated by the differential operator A , D A , defined by 3.2 andl l
 .3.3 , as the limit of suitable powers of the operators M defined inn, l
Section 1.
In order to obtain such a representation formula, we preliminarily prove
the following result.
LEMMA 4.1. For e¨ery n G 1 the operator M is a linear continuousn, l
operator from the space W 0 into itself and2
l `
M F 1 q .n , l 2n
 . k  .Proof. Let us consider the functions e x [ x x G 0 for k s 1, 2,k
and observe that for each p s 0, 1, . . . , n and x G 0
2 2p p p p
2e s e q 2 1 y xe q 1 y x 1 . n , p , x2 2 12  /  /n n nn
  .. see 1.10 . Thus, if M denotes the pth Szasz]Mirakjan operator seeÁp
 ..1.8 , we obtain
p
2M e x s x q x , 1 .  .  . .n , p , xp 2 2n
 .  .  .because M 1 s 1, M e s e , and M e s e q e rp.p p 1 1 p 2 2 1
 .  .Accordingly, from 1 and 1.9 it follows that
nx p xl x .nyppn 2 2M e x s l x 1 y l x q x s q x , .  .  .  . .n , l 2 p /n n nps0
so that
M 1 q e x 1 xl x .  .  .n , l 2 s 1 q2 2n1 q x 1 q x
and hence
l `
M 1 q e F 1 q . 2 .  .n , l 2 2 2n
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We fix now a function f g W 0. In order to prove that2
  . .  2 ..lim M f x r 1 q x s 0, note that for a fixed « ) 0 therex ªq` n, l
exists x G 1 such that1
«
2f x F 1 q x for every x G x . .  . 14
5 5  2 .w x . w xSet M [ f 1 q 2 x nx q 1 , where nx denotes the integer2 1 1 1
part of nx , and choose x G x such that eyp xrh!F «r2 M for every1 2 1
w xx G x , p s 0, 1, . . . , n, and h s 0, 1, . . . , nx .2 1
Consequently, for every x G x and p s 0, 1, . . . , n, one gets2
M f x .  .n , p , xp
21 q x
hpx f hrn q 1 y prn x .  . .yp xF e 2h! 1 q xw x0FhF nx1
hpx f hrn q 1 y prn x .  . .yp xq e 2h! 1 q xw xhs nx q11
2hpx 1 q hrn q 1 y prn x .  . .yp x 5 5F e f 2 2h! 1 q xw x0FhF nx1
2h` px « 1 q hrn q 1 y prn x .  . .yp xq e 2h! 4 1 q xw xhs nx q11
h`« « 1 px . 2yp xF q e 1 q hrn q 1 y prn x . . .22 4 h!1 q x hs0
« « 1
s q M 1 q e x .  . .n , p , xp 222 4 1 q x
« « 1 p
2s q 1 q x q x F « ,2 2 /2 4 1 q x n
  .2 .  2 .having used, in the third step, the inequality 1 q a q b x r 1 q x F
1 q 2a 2, which holds for every a G 1, 0 - b F 1, and x g R.
In conclusion, if x G x , then2
nM f x M f x .  .  . .nypn , l p n , p , xpnF l x 1 y l x .  . .2 2p /1 q x 1 q xps0
n
nyppnF « l x 1 y l x s « . .  . . p /
ps0
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 .Finally, the estimate on the norm of the operator M follows from 2n, l
0 < < 5 5  .and from the fact that for every f g W we have f F f 1 q e .22 2
 .Before going to show the main result, we recall that if A: D A ª E is
 .a closed linear operator defined on a dense subspace D A of a Banach
 5 5.space E, ? over the field K of real or complex numbers, then a core for
 .  .A is a subspace D of D A which is dense in D A for the graph-norm0
u [ u q A u u g D A . 4.1 .  .  . .A
If zI y A is invertible for some z g K where I denotes the identity
.  .operator on E , then a subspace D of D A is a core for A if and only if0
 . .zI y A D is dense in E.0
w w.In the sequel we shall denote by D the subspace of C* 0, q` of all0
w w. 2w w.functions u g C* 0, q` l C 0, q` which satisfy the condition
lim w 2 x u0 x s 0. 4.2 .  .  .l
xªq`
Observe that D contains the subspace D we considered in the proof0 `
of Corollary 2.5 and which is dense in W 0. Consequently, D is dense in2 0
0 5 5W with respect to the norm ? .22
  ..  .LEMMA 4.2. Let A , D A be the differential operator defined by 3.2l l
 .  .  .and 3.3 and suppose that there exists l ) 0 such that l x G l x G 0 .0 0
 . . 0 5 5Then I y A D is dense in W with respect to the norm ? .2l 0 2
w w. 0Proof. First we note that the space C* 0, q` is dense in W with2
5 5 respect to ? since, for example, it contains the subspace D see the2 `
.above remark .
w w.Hence, we shall prove that C* 0, q` is contained in the closure of
 . . 5 5I y A D with respect to ? . To this purpose, it will be enough to2l 0
 . . w w.verify that I y A D is dense in C* 0, q` with respect to thel 0
sup-norm.
 . w w.Consider the differential operator B : D B ª C* 0, q` defined byl l
¡xl x .
u0 x , if x ) 0, .~B u x [ .l 2¢
0, if x s 0,
 .  .for every u g D B , where D B is defined as the subspace of alll l
w w. 2x w.functions u g C* 0, q` l C 0, q` such that
lim xl x u0 x s lim xl x u0 x s 0. 1 .  .  .  .  .
q xªq`xª0
 .  .  .Obviously, D B ; D A and A s B on the domain D B .l l l l l
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w x   ..By virtue of Theorem 2 of 13 , B , D B generates a C -semigroup ofl l 0
w w.contractions on the Banach space C* 0, q` endowed with the sup-norm.
In particular, the operator B is closed and I y B is invertible.l l
Hence, taking the above remarks into account, in order to prove that
 . .  . . w w.I y A D s I y B D is dense in C* 0, q` , it suffices to showl 0 l 0
 .that D is a core for B , i.e., for every u g D B there exists a sequence0 l l
 .u in D such thatn nG1 0
lim u y u s 0 and lim B u y B u s 0.n l n l` `
nª` nª`
 .Fix u g D B and note thatl
lim xu0 x s lim xu0 x s 0, 2 .  .  .
q xªq`xª0
 . <  . <  . <  . <which directly follows from 1 and the inequality l x u0 x F xl x u0 x0
 .x G 0 .
For each n G 1 and x G 0 we set
1¡
u x , if x G , .
n
1 1 1~u q u9 x yu x [ . .n  /  /  /n n n
21 1 1 1
q u0 x y , if x F¢  /  /2 n n n
X  .  .  . . Y  .  .Since u x s u9 1rn q u0 1rn x y 1rn and u x s u0 1rn forn n
each x F 1rn, then u g D .n 0
<  . <Moreover, there exists a constant M G 0 such that u0 x F Mrx
 .x ) 0 .
 . x  .  . <  . < < <Then, since u9 x s H u0 t dt q u9 1 , we obtain u9 x F M log x q1
<  . <  .  .qu9 1 x ) 0 , and hence lim xu9 x s 0.x ª 0
On the other hand, for every fixed « ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such that
«
w xu s y u t F for all s, t g 0, 1 , s y t F d . 3 .  .  .
3
 .  .  .  .Since lim 1rn u0 1rn s lim 1rn u9 1rn s 0, there existsnª` nª`
n g N, n G 1rd , such that for all n G n
1 1 « 1 1 «
u0 F and u9 F . 4 . /  /n n 3 n n 3
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 .  .Consequently, if n G n and x G 0, we have u x y u x s 0 if x Gn
 .  .1rn; while, if x F 1rn, taking formulas 3 and 4 into account, we get
1 1 1
u x y u x F u y u x q u9 x y .  .  .n  /  /n n n
21 1 1
q u0 x y /  /2 n n
1 1 1 1 1
F u y u x q u9 q u0 F « . . /  /  /n n n n n
5 5Thus lim u y u s 0.`nª` n
 .Finally, on account of 2 , for every fixed « ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such
that
x u0 x F « for all 0 F x F d . 5 .  .
If we choose n g N, n G 1rd , then for all n G n and x G 0 we have
 .  .  .B u x y B u x s 0 if x G 1rn; while, if x F 1rn, by using 5 , we getl n l
xl x .
YB u x y B u x s u x y u0 x .  .  .  .l n l n2
1
YF x u x q u0 x .  . .n2
1 1 1
F u0 q x u0 x F « . . / /2 n n
5 5So, lim B u y B u s 0.`nª` l n l
We are now in a position to easily obtain the main result of this section.
For every k g N, k G 1, the power M k of order k of the operator Mn, l n, l
is defined by
M , if k s 1,n , lkM [ 4.3 .n , l ky1 M ( M , if k G 2.n , l n , l
w wTHEOREM 4.3. Let l be a continuous function on 0, q` such that
 .0 F l F 1 x G 0 and let us suppose that there exists l ) 0 such that0
 .l F l x for e¨ery x G 0.0
  ..   ..Let T t be the C -semigroup generated by the operator A , D Al t G 0 0 l l
 .  . 0defined by 3.2 and 3.3 on the space W .2
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0   ..Then, for e¨ery f g W and t G 0 and for e¨ery sequence k n of2 nG1
 .   .positi¨ e integer numbers such that lim k n rn s t for instance, k n snª`
w x .nt , n G 1 , we ha¨e
T t f s lim M kn. f in W 0 . 4.4 .  .l n , l 2
nª`
 .In particular, each operator T t is positi¨ e and the pre¨ious formula alsol
w wholds uniformly on compact subsets of 0, q` .
Proof. Taking Lemma 4.1 into account, we easily obtain that, for every
k G 1,
k
l l k` `kM F 1 q F exp .n , l  /  /2n 2 n
w w. <  . <Moreover, if u g D , then u0 g UC 0, q` because u0 x F 2rl x0 b 0
for every x ) 0. Hence, by virtue of Corollary 2.4, one gets
lim n M u y u s A u. 1 .  . .n , l l
nª`
 . 0Let us consider now the operator Z : D Z ª W defined byl l 2
Z u [ lim n M u y u .  . .l n , l
nª`
 .  .for every u g D Z , where the domain D Z is the subspace of alll l
0   . . 0n g W such that the limit lim n M n y n exists in W .2 nª` n, l 2
 .  . 0Since D ; D Z , then D Z is dense in W . Furthermore, from0 l l 2
 .  . .  . .1 and Lemma 4.2 it follows that I y Z D s I y A D isl 0 l 0
dense in W 0.2
w x  wHence, by virtue of Theorem 5.3 of 24 see, also, 20, Chap. 3, Theorem
x.   ..   ..6.7 , the operator Z , D Z is closable, and its closure Z , D Zl l l l
  ..generates a C -semigroup S t such that0 l t G 0
 . 5  .5 5 5 . .i S t F exp l r2 t for every t G 0;`l
 . 0   ..ii for every f g W and t G 0 and for every sequence k n of2 nG1
  . .positive integer numbers such that lim k n rn s t, one getsnª`
S t f s lim M kn. f . .l n , l
nª`
 .  .  .Note that for every u g D one has Z u s Z u s A u , and hence0 l l l
0 . .  . .I y Z D s I y A D is dense in W . On the other hand, sincel 0 l 0 2
5 5l r2 - 1, the operators I y Z and I y A are invertible and so D is a` l l 0
core for both the operators Z and A .l l
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 .  .  .  .Therefore D Z s D A and Z s A , so that S t s T t for everyl l l l l l
t G 0. Thus the theorem is completely proved.
We conclude this section by pointing out the connection between the
above result and the generation problem for the differential operator A
we considered in the Introduction.
w w.Consider a function a g C 0, q` and suppose that it satisfies the
following assumptions:
i a is differentiable at 0; 4.5a .  .
ii there exist a , a g R such that 0 - a F a x rx F a .  .0 1 0 1
for every x ) 0. 4.5b .
 .  .  .In particular, from ii it follows that a 0 s 0 and a x ) 0 for every
x ) 0.
 . 0Consider the operator A: D A ª W defined by2
a x u0 x , if x ) 0, .  .Au x [ 4.6 .  . 0, if x s 0,
 .  .for every u g D A , where the domain D A of A is the subspace of all
0 2x w.functions u g W l C 0, q` such that2
a x u0 x .  .
lim a x u0 x s lim s 0. 4.7 .  .  .2q 1 q xxªq`xª0
 .Taking assumptions 4.5 into account, we can write
xl x .
a x s c x G 0 , 4.8 .  .  .
2
where
a x .
c [ sup 2 4.9 .
xx)0
and the function l is defined by
¡2 a x .
, if x ) 0,
c x~l x [ 4.10 .  .
2
a 9 0 , if x s 0. .¢c
 .  .  .Hence 0 - 2rc a F l x F 1 x G 0 and A s cA , where the opera-0 l
 .  .tor A is defined as in 3.2 and 3.3 .l
From Theorem 4.3 the following result directly follows.
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let a be a continuous function satisfying conditions
 .  .4.5a and 4.5b .
  ..  .  .Then the operator A, D A defined by 4.6 and 4.7 generates a
  .. 0positi¨ e C -semigroup T t on W .0 t G 0 2
Moreo¨er, we ha¨e:
 . 5  .5  . .i T t F exp cr2 t for e¨ery t G 0;
 . 0   ..ii for e¨ery f g W and t G 0 and for e¨ery sequence k n of2 nG1
  . . positi¨ e integer numbers such that lim k n rn s ct for instance,nª`
 . w x .k n s cnt , n G 1 ,
T t f s lim M kn. f in W 0 4.11 .  .n , l 2
nª`
 w w.and in particular, uniformly on compact subsets of 0, q` , where the
 .  .constant c and the function l are defined by 4.7 and 4.8 .
w w.  .Remark 4.5. Consider a g C 0, q` and assume that a o s 0 and
 .  .a x ) 0 for every x ) 0. Consider the differential operator B: D B ª
w w.C* 0, q` defined by
a x u0 x , if x ) 0, .  .Bu x [ 4.12 .  . 0, if x s 0,
 .  .for every u g D B , where the domain D B of B is the subspace of all
w w. 2x w.functions u g C* 0, q` l C 0, q` such that
lim a x u0 x s lim a x u0 x s 0. 4.13 .  .  .  .  .
q xªq`xª0
w x   ..From 13, Theorem 2 it follows that the operator B, D B generates a
  .. w w.C -semigroup S t on the Banach space C* 0, q` endowed with0 t G 0
the sup-norm.
 .Here we want to show that if a satisfies the stronger assumptions 4.5a
 .   ..and 4.5b , then, denoted by T t the semigroup generated byt G 0
  .. 0A, D A on W , we have2
w wS t s T t on C* 0, q` for every t G 0. 4.14 .  .  . .
In particular, we obtain that
w w w wT t C* 0, q` ; C* 0, q` t G 0 4.15 .  .  . .  . .
and
S t f s lim M kn. f 4.16 .  .n , l
nª`
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5 5  w w.with respect to ? and, hence, uniformly on compact subsets of 0, q`2
w w.   ..for every f g C* 0, q` and t G 0 and for every sequence k n ofnG1
  . .positive integer numbers such that lim k n rn s ct, where the con-nª`
 .  .stant c and the function l are defined by 4.7 and 4.8 .
 .  .  .  .To establish 4.14 , first note that D B ; D A and A s B on D B .
 . w wFor a given u g D B consider the vector-valued function w: 0, q` ª0
w w.  .  .  .C* 0, q` defined by w t [ S t u t G 0 .0
 5 5 .  .  .Then w is differentiable with respect to the norm ? , w t g D B`
for every t G 0, and w solves the abstract Cauchy problem
u t s Bu t , t G 0, .  .Ç
4.17 . u 0 s u . 0
 w x.see, e.g., 20, Sect. 4.1 .
5 5 5 5 5 5Since ? F ? , w is differentiable with respect to the norm ? as2 ` 2
well and solves the Cauchy problem corresponding to A, whose solution is
 .given by the function t ¬ T t u .0
By the uniqueness of the solutions of Cauchy problems, it follows that
 .  .  .  .w t s T t u for every t G 0, i.e., S t u s T t u .0 0 0
 .  .  .  .This reasoning shows that S t s T t on D B and so 4.14 follows
 . w w.  .  .because D B is dense in C* 0, q` and S t and T t are both continu-
ous with respect to the sup-norm.
A forthcoming paper will be devoted to using the representation formu-
 .  .las 4.4 and 4.11 in order to study some qualitative properties of the
  ..   ..  .semigroup T t generated by the operator A, D A defined by 4.6t G 0
 .and 4.7 and, hence, of the solution of the initial-boundary value problem
 .) quoted in the Introduction, which, as it is well known, is given by
 .  .  .  .u x, t s T t u x x G 0, t G 0 .0
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